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Knowledge Production
◦ Codex Mendoza (1542), Codex Azcatitlan (mid-16th century), Codex Badiano (1552),
Codex Aubin (1576), Florentine Codex (1577)

◦ Relaciones Geograficas (1577-1586): In 1577, Philip II systematized the process by
ordering officials in New Spain and Peru to collect information about the geography,
politics, and society of the places under their jurisdiction using a questionnaire of fifty
questions.
◦ Knowledge Production in Asia: The Boxer Codex (1590s): “China’s Tributary Neighbors”
(Ch.16). “Tai Ming” by Fr. Martín de Rada (Ch.17), “Chinese Imperial Ceremony”
(Ch.18), “Chinese and Tatar Cavalries” (Ch.19) , “Chinese Deities” (Ch.20), “Chinese
Bestiary” (Ch.21)

Martin de Rada’s “Tai Ming” and daily use encyclopedia (riyong
leishu 日用類書)
◦ Chinese Books from Jianyang (建阳), Fujian Province
◦ Rada’s Chinese books: geography, tributes, ship making, ancient histories, succession of kings,
ceremonies and sacrifices, souls and manners of funeral, Chinese law, herbs, medicine, stone and metals,
cosmology, ethnic groups, stories of Saints, songs, games, calculations, care of foetuses and pregnant
women, buildings, land and agriculture, chiromancy and physiognomy, instructions of letter-writing, horse
breeding, dream divination, apparel from King to commoners, armor-making and the art of war…
◦ The table of contents of popular encyclopedias of the late-Ming period are similar. I take sections of
Xinban zengbu tianxia bianyong wenlin miaojin wanbao quanshu新板增補天下便用文林妙錦萬寶全書 (1612)
as an example: tianwen (天文Heavens), diyu (地輿Earth), renji (人紀Human Affairs), waiyi (外夷Outside
“Barbarians”), guanpin (官品Ofﬁcial Rank), lüfa (律法law), wubei (武備Military Preparedness), bapu (八譜
Eight Amusements), qinxue (琴學Playing the Zither), qipu (棋譜Chess Manual), shufa (書法Calligraphy),
huapu畫譜(Painting Manual), wenhan (文翰Epistolary Art), qizha (啟劄Writing Correspondence), kangli (伉
儷Spouse and Marriage), sangji (喪祭Mourning and Sacriﬁce), tishi (體式Stylistic Models), shidui (詩對Poetry
and Couplets), juanji (涓吉Selecting Auspicious Time), bushi (卜筮Divination), xingming (星命Astrology),
xiangfa (相法Physiognomy), yingzhai (營宅House Building), xiuzhen (修真Immortal Arts), yangshen (養生
Nourishing Life), yixue (醫學Medicine), quanying (全嬰Infants Caring), xuntong (訓童Children Education),
suanfa (算法Calculations), nongsang (農桑Farming and Sericulture), quanyu (勸諭Exhortation), youshang
(侑觴Drinking Games), xiaotan (笑談Jokes).

“Chinese Bestiary” (Chapter 21)
◦ Shanhai jing 山海經 (Classic of Mountains and Seas)

◦ Shanhai yiwu 山海異物“Mysterious Things of the Mountains and Seas”in daily-use
encyclopedias.
◦ Hu Wenhuan 胡文煥’s Shanhai jing tu 山海經圖 (Illustrated Classic of the Mountains and
Seas), 1593, in “Collectanea of books inquiring into and extending knowledge”(Gezhi
congshu 格致叢書)

◦ Hu declares in the preface of Newly Illustrated Classic of Mountains and Seas that “it is
not known who extracted the material to make the illustrations. As for the work of
collation and supplement, redrawing and reprinting, that was done by me.” (摘之為圖,
未詳其人; 若校集而增補之, 重繪而剞劂之, 則予也. )
◦ Hu Wenhuan indeed had altered old structures or added some new contents, and
these new features were inherited by daily-use encyclopedias and the Boxer Codex.
Parsing the Hu’s images with the Spanish manuscript, the animals inserted by Hu, such
as 玄貈 (xuanhe), 龍馬 (longma, “dragon horse”) , 白澤 (baize), 角獸 (jiaoshou, “horned
beast”), and 獬豸(xiezhi) were inherited by the Boxer Codex.
◦ 1593 as the terminus post quem for the Boxer Codex.

Upper left: “Chu” in the Boxer Codex (1590s),
fol. 297v
Upper right: Zhu “鴸”in Hu Wenhuan’s Shanhai
jing tu（1593）
Lower left: Zhu “鴸”in Jiang Yinghao 蔣應鎬’s
Shanhai jing tu (1597）
Lower right: Zhu “鴸”in Tianxia bianyong wenlin
miaojin wanbao quanshu 天下便用文林妙錦萬寶
全書 (1612)

“Chinese Tributary Kingdoms” (Chapter 16)
◦ “Zhuyi zazhi 諸夷雜志” (Records of Various Barbarians” ) in daily-use encyclopedia
◦ Hu Wenhuan, “Xinke luochong lu 新刻臝蟲錄” (Newly Printed Record of Naked
Creatures ) in Gezhi congshu 格致叢書, 1593.

◦ “Waiyi 外夷” (Outer
barbarian) or “Zhuyi 诸
夷” (Various barbarian)
section of
contemporary dailyuse encyclopedias

Costume Books of the Sixteenth Century
◦ Recueil de la diversité des habits qui sont de présent usage tant es
pays d‘Europe, Asie, Afrique et…1567, Paris

(1) Complexities of the Cultural Mediation
◦ Among the 97 illustrations, 13 of them
are especially marked by Sangley artists
in a way invisible to the Spanish
audiences: inserting Chinese characters
as a decorative patterns.
◦ Chinese characters, illegible to Spanish
audience, are the vehicle of such selfrepresentation.

(2) Complexities of the Cultural Mediation
◦ Place：Guangdong or Fujian?

Husin, or King of Hongsheng (洪圣大王)
Husin: “he was the first of these Chinese to
invent the art of sailing and who made the first
ships […] although he is no longer revered as
much, except by those from Guangzhou,
because they are the ones who come to
these islands and must make sea voyages,
and thus they revere him more.”

(3) Complexities of the Cultural Mediation
◦ Animals: China vs New World
◦ Relaciones geográficas (1577-1584),
Question no.27: “Describe the native
animals, birds of prey and domestic
fowl and those introduced from Spain
and state how well they breed and
multiply.”
◦ Friar Bernardino de Sahagún, Florentine
Codex (1577), devoted Book XI to
animals.

Real Birds

The situation of the 1590s
◦ Sino-Hispanic relationship during the Imjin War (Japanese invasions of Korea), 1592-1598:
Toyotomi Hideyoshi sent envoys to Manila in 1592 requesting that the Spanish should
send tribute to Japan. Spanish choice: Conquer China or establish an ally with China?

◦ Gómez Pérez Dasmariñas, died in 1593 at the hand of the rebelled Chinese galley
rowers.
◦ Luis Pérez Dasmarinas commissioned a Chinese sculptor to carve an ivory statue of Our
Lady in 1594.

◦ Expulsion of Sangleys; incapable of controlling the growing size of Chinese community.
◦ Luis died in 1603 at the large-scale Chinese uprising.
◦ “Union of the Crown” (1580-1640)
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